Dear Madam, Sir,

Want to learn about DIGIPASS as a Service?  
Want to learn how to enable two factor authentications for Google apps?  
Want to learn how to enable two factor authentications for Salesforce?  
Want to try out DIGIPASS as a Service?

Follow the below instructions to access the e-learning’s and certification.

**Self Registration Code:**  dps_b2e_explore

Create account

- (Already on SEAL? Go to the blue step)
- \[http://seal.vasco.com/register.aspx\]
- Enter the Self Registration Code
- You will have access to SEAL for 30 days.

Enroll Program

- Login into SEAL and navigate to
  - Catalogs \(\rightarrow\) Public \(\rightarrow\) DIGIPASS as a Service \(\rightarrow\)
  - VASCO DIGIPASS as a Service B2E Curriculum
- Click on Enroll

Start Program

- Home Page \(\rightarrow\) Recent enrollments
- VASCO DIGIPASS as a Service B2E Curriculum
- Follow the modules in the order shown
- You can skip modules that have been completed previously

Get Certified

- Certification = You must enroll manually
- Your SEAL access will be extended by 2 years
- Get direct access to VASCO Support

Find extra info

- Find extra learning modules in Catalog: 
  - PUBLIC
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